Road Test Evaluation Template
NAME:

DATE:

READY FOR ROAD TEST AT THIS TIME - YES

NO

9
8

1. START
- unable to locate safety devices
- fails to observe-uses mirrors only
- incorrect use of clutch/brake/accelerator/gears/steering
- fails to signal when leaving

Minor = 2 FINAL SCORE
Major = 4 PASS ( ) FAIL (
MINIMUM PASS 75%

2. BACKING
- fails to look to rear before/while backing mirror only
- incorrect use of clutch/brake/accelerator/gears/steering
- turnabout:control/steering/Method/Observation
3. DRIVING ALONG
- follows or passes too closely/cuts in too soon
- speed: too fast/too slow for conditions
- improper choice of lane/straddles lanes/unmarked roadway
- fails to check blindspot/observe properly
- lane change signal wrong/early/not given/not cancelled
- right of way observance, ped./self/other vehicles
- fails to use caution or obey pedestrians/crossovers/school crossing
emergency vehicles/rail road crossings
- incorrect use of clutch/brake/accelerator/gears/steering/safety devices
4. INTERSECTIONS/R.R. CROSSING
- fails to observe properly/controlled/uncontrolled intersections
- fails to obey signs or signals/pavement markings
- late in slowing/slows too soon
- stopping position:too soon or blocks crosswalk intersections
- right of ways observance ped./self/other vehicles
5. TURNS
- Signaling/wrong/early/late/not given/cancelled
- fails to get in proper position/lane/late into lane
- fails to check blindspot/observe properly
- right of way observance
- ped./self/other vehicles/position
- turns too wide/cuts corner/enters wrong lane
- steering:method/control/recovery
- speed: too fast/too slow for conditions/enter/leave/impedes
- incorrect use of: clutch/brake/accelerator/gears
6. PARKING
- fails to observe-uses mirrors only/backing and leaving
- hits: objects /other vehicles or climbs curbs
- incorrect vehicle position
- fails to signal/incorrect signal/leaving
- incorrect use of: clutch/brake/accelerator/gears./steering
7. STOP PARK AND START ON A GRADE
- rolls back when parking or starting
- fails to angle wheels properly/fails to observe-use mirrors only
- fails to set parking brake/fails to signal
- incorrect use of (clutch/brake/accelerator/
gears/steering)
STUDENT'S SIGNATURE:
COMMENTS:

INSTRUCTOR'S SIGNATURE:

LEFT

RIGHT

)

